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Dear Parents
Re: Update on Berlin, October 2019
Many thanks for signing up for the very exciting trip to Berlin which we will take at half-term
(I cannot wait).
I have been trawling the airlines and the hostels looking for the best deals to make the £400
pack the biggest punch it can. For that to happen, my proposed dates need to wiggle a very
little bit.
Originally I said Saturday to Tuesday but, if we leave on Sunday night and come back early
on Thursday, we can have four nights in Berlin with three full, jam-packed days.
The itinerary for the journey is therefore: leave London Luton late, at 19.25 on Sunday
20th October, and return to London Luton at 11.00 on Thursday 24th October.
I know this has changed the dates a little, but it will make the trip 1000 times better. If you
are OK with those dates can you email me (head@pitsfordschool.com) to confirm it is fine?
With every passing second the prices will change, so if you can let me know AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE, I will pull the trigger and secure the flights.
I also need to know the name, as listed in the passport, to tell the airline – please make sure
this is correct, as a change is wildly expensive!
I have also found a hostel very near cool, hip, Berlin Alexanderplatz which I have not stayed
in (my hosteling years ended before some of you were born) but it looks great, has superb
reviews and I think it will be ideal.
I hope all of that makes sense – if you can let me know that you are happy as soon as
possible then that would be great and I can confirm the flights and hotels and then start
booking museums, tours, nightclubs etc with the money left over. I’ll then send out an update
itinerary before the end of the summer term.
If you have any questions then please let me know.
Thank you,

C G Walker
Headmaster
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